The Mighty Five
Fall Scavenger Hunt
Visit each of the 5 South Orangetown libraries (Blauvelt,
Orangeburg, Palisades, Piermont, and Tappan) and look for
pictures hidden in windows, around the buildings—even on trees!
Read the clues on the back of this sheet and try to find the
picture that goes with it. Each library has 5 correct pictures, plus a
few “fakes” that do not go with a clue.
Write the answer next to each clue. When you’ve completed the
entire scavenger hunt, write your name, phone number, and age on
this sheet, and put it any book drop to be entered in a raffle!
The scavenger hunt runs September 8 - 30.

First & Last Name ____________________________
Phone Number ______________________________

Age ______

SCAVENGER HUNT CLUES
BLAUVELT
1. I hibernate in winter,
And eat berries, insects, and honey.
I also mess with garbage cans—
People don’t find it funny!
2. Toss, throw, or kick,
Tackle, hit the ground.
Keep running—
touchdown!
3. If you can’t find your way out
Of this area in the fall,
You might need to yell for help—
Just give a call!
4. A great tool to gather
The leaves on the grass.
Just make a giant pile
And jump in really fast.
5. To sit on I’m itchy
But to horses I’m ideal.
They really love to eat me up
For every single meal.

TAPPAN
6. Round and red,
These grow on trees
A health snack
For you and me.
7. Your feet stay dry
In snow or rain,
Whether a blizzard
Or hurricane.
8. I carry your books,
Your crayons and pens
On the bus to school
And back home again.

9. A sweet dessert
To eat in the fall.
Serve with ice cream-Yummy for all!

17. Red and yellow,
Orange and brown.
The leaves on the ______
Start to fall to the ground.

10. Yellow and sharp
With a pink end.
I help you write
And I’m an artist’s best friend.

18. Scoop me out
And carve two eyes.
I become a jack-o’-lantern.
A ______ in disguise!

PALISADES
11. I'm a ______,
Ragged and frayed.
When crows are nearby
I scare them away.
12. Autumn ______
Are falling down.
Golden colors—
Red, yellow, and brown.

19. Learning new things
And seeing friends rules!
That’s why I can’t wait
To go back to ______.
20. I keep your neck warm
When it’s windy and cold.
Just wrap me around
With a twist, tie, or fold.

13. Five little acorns
Sitting in a tree.
Along came Mr. ______
As hungry as could be.

ORANGEBURG
21. I bought a new ______
To wear to school.
It will keep me warm
When the weather turns cool.

14. Yummy ______
Keeps me warm.
The perfect fall drink
When it starts to storm.

22. A squirrel looks for food
That’s small, hard, and round.
He searches high and low
And finds an ______ on the ground.

15. I wiggle my left hand,
I wiggle my right,
Inside my ______
So warm and so tight!

23. Look in the branches
And you will find me.
I’m prickly and sticky
And grow on trees.

PIERMONT
16. Big and yellow,
Grab a seat.
My wheels go round
And down the street.

24. The ______ is awake
During the night.
It says “Hooo, hooo”
And flies with delight.
25. On Thanksgiving we eat stuffing,
Mashed potatoes, and pie.
______ with gravy
And stuffing piled high.

